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Stop memorizing difficult 
Passwords whilst 
increasing security and 
reducing complexity. 
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CONTACT SECUSOL 
T: +44 7700 707170 

E: info@secusol.store 
W: www.secusol.store 

GATEKEEPER - HALBERD 

GateKeeper automatically locks and unlocks 
computers based on proximity, with military-
grade encryption. Just walk away to lock, 
and walk back to unlock. 
 

KEY BENEFITS 

TRUSTED COMPUTER ACCESS CONTROL | Make 
securing employee computers an afterthought. 
Gatekeeper protects computers from unwanted 
access for organisations working with sensitive private 
data. 
 
MATCH SECURITY WITH CONVENIENCE | Reduce IT 
costs by spending less time and money 
troubleshooting account issues. Increasing password 
strength for employees whilst reducing complexity. 
 
EASILY ENFORCE COMPLEX PASSWORDS | Reports 
estimate that  63-81% of breaches are due to weak or 
stolen passwords. Nobody wants to type 18 character 
passwords to login. Gatekeeper does it for you 
automatically. 
 
HIGH SECURITY & 2-FA | Gatekeeper uses state-of 
the-art AES256-bit encryption to secure credentials. 
Gatekeeper provides the option to enable 2-factor 
authentication to login. 
 
NEUTRALISE INTERNAL THREATS | 43% of data 
breaches were due to internal actors, according to 
Intel Security’s report. Gatekeeper is encrypted so no 
private information is stored on the Gatekeeper, nor 
transmitted over the air. Secure electronic protected 
health (PHI) from unwanted access. 
 

SINGLE SIGN ON POWERED BY OTP & 
GOOGLE CHROME 
One key to access the all. 
Once signed into your PC with Halberd, open Chrome 
and automatically be signed into Gmail and any other 
site that accepts software tokens for verification. 
 
 

ABOUT SECUSOL | Secusol provides data 
security and privacy solutions to 
consumers, businesses and government 
agencies, prioritizing prevention as a key 
element in offering the best form of 
protection. 
 

ENTERPRISE LEVEL SECURITY & 
MANAGEMENT 
Gatekeeper Enterprise provides organisations with a 
centralized management console to administer all 
Halberds on the network. Gatekeeper Enterprise 
scales from a 5-person office to a 5000 employee 
organization with ease. Use the same Halberd with 
our enterprise application for work, and the basic 
application for home! 
 
 

AUTOMATED COMPLIANCE 
Use GateKeeper Enterprise to seamlessly integrate 
with Active Directory, monitor audit logs, and 
facilitate user account administration. Exceed 
compliance standards for HIPAA, CIJS, FERPA, and 
many more… 
 
 


